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What are advantages and disadvantages of Simulation Techniques in Transportation Planning?
Explain sleplvise method of simulation modeling for studying traffic problem.

2. Write dorvn difference benyeen urban and regional transport planning. Explain method oftag on
vehicle survey and post card suryey to collect transport data

3. A small torvn has been divided into three tralfic zones. The number of trips pmduced and
attracted in each zone is shown in the table below.

I 2 J

Trip Produced 710 890 340
Trip Anracted 670 770 500

Intra-zonal average trip distance is 5 km, distance betrveen zone I and 2 is l0 km, zone 2 and 3 is
15 km and zone I and 3 is 15 km. Develop the trip distribution matrix by gravity model at least
up to 2 iterations. Assume Socio-economic factor = l, and friction factor (F;;) is related to travel
distance (d) as F17 = 120 - 4 di Where, d; in km.

5. Define Evaluation ofalternativc, iB purposc and its characteristics,

Full Marks

Zone

4. There are three ahemadve roads bet\rreen two district A and B, Average travel time along these
three roads are 21,28 and 37 minutes. The Trip isfcrchanges between these two districts are
4,636 veh/day. Assign traflic arnong three routes by using (i) All or Nothing method, and (ii)
Mukipath assignment merhod-

6. Explain about the factors affecting airport sitc selection. Lrplain the process of determining the
orientation of runway using Wind rosc diagram I.



7. Yearly temperature variatioo of the proposed airport area has been shown below. The basic length '

of runway to be constructed in a airporl is 2500 m. The differences in elevation bet"veen two
points along the runway will be 5 mm per meter. The airport is situated at the elevation of 1200 m
from mean sea level. Find out actual runway length to be provided by applying necessary
corrections.

Month I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 l0 ll t2
Mean daily Temperature (1C) l0 l5 t7 t8 19 16 l5 I4 t4 l2 IO IO

Mean of Max. daily Temperature

cc)
26 27 26 26 32 31 23 20 l9 t9 20 22

8, Define s.ritch and cmssing. Explain about different parts ofswitch and crossing in the railway
lvith neat sketch.

9. Calculate super elevation and maximum permissible specd f,or Railway with BG track. The
minimum radius of the alignment is 580 m- the rua.ximum sanstioned speed and booked speed of
goods train is I l0 kmph and 45 kmph respectively.

10. Write down advantage of gravity rope way in fie context ol)..hpal. Explain in brief the
operating mechanism of gravity ropeway.
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l- Define model and moCel develcping process in brief. List the responsible agencies for
planning in Nepal. 4' [4+4]

2. Distinguish urban and Regional Planning. Why origin and destinaiion study is essentiai
for the transport planning. l4+4)

3. Total trips produced and altracted to the 3 zones A, B, C ofa survey area in the design
year are:

Zooes Trips produced Trips atlracted
2500

B 2500 r000
C 3000 2500

It is known that the trips between two zones are inversely proportion to the second power
of the tfavel time between zones which are showr in table below. If the trip interchange
between zones A ard B is 900, calculate the inlerchange between zones A and C, B and
C, B and A, C and A, C and B. t8l

Trip between AandB BandC CandA
Travel time (min) 10 15 20

4. A mode choice model for a city includes following modes: Autos (A), Light rail (L),
buses (B) and Rapid rail (R) with the utility function (LD as shown in tables.

Function: Cost (C) Time (T)
u(A)=3.2-0.3+C-0.03*T 5 30
u(L)=r -0.2*c-0.04*T 3 25
U(B) = 0 - 0.1*C - 0.01*T 2.5 40
u(R)=1.5-0.3*c-0.05+T 6 20

rvhere C is cosl in dollars and T is timc in minr-rte.
i) Based on estimate thal 10,000 rvorkers will head for downtorvn each moming, how

many workers will choose to take a particular mode?
ii) lf govemn':ent subsides light rail by 40Yo, buses by 30%, arrd Rapid rail by 20Yo and

the same tilne increases automobile cost by 25%, what rvill be the new ntodal
distriburion? [4+41

5. Mention the principle facilities that should be considered in an airport plan with neat
sketch. Write dorvn the procedure of dernand analysis in airport plaming. [4+4]

6. Basic Length of runrvay is 1500m. The airport site has elevation of 1000m. Ils reference
temperature is 30 degree celcius. The naximum RL difttrence between highest and
lowesl point in the runrvay is 5m. Find the corrected runway length. Assume standard
temperature at 1000m is 15 degree celcius. t8l
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7. Calculate &e super elevation, ma\imum permissible speed, and transition length for a

3" curve on a BC section with a maximum sanctioned speed of 120 krn/h. Assume the
equilibrium speed to be 80 km.4r and the booked speed ofthe goods train to be 50 krr/h.

8. Explain re components of railwav track with neal sketch. lvlention the types of railway
station with their l'unctions.

9. "Gravity goods ropeways are the indispensable for the econonic development of Nepal,
especialiy for hill tenain" elaborate the stalement. Explain the features of gravity
ropeway.

10. Write short notes on: (.rViy tlvo)

a) Intelligent Transportation System
b) Rolling Stock of railway
c) Wind Rose Diagram
d) Principle ofdeveloping set ofAltemative

i,l i

t8l

[4+4]

[4+4]

L4+41
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l. List the various agencies involved in the planning stage in context ofNepal. Describe the
decision making process in transportation planning.

2. Why the identification of freight transpo and NMT demand is very important in
planning. List the various types of transportation surveys.

3. Total trips produced and attracted to the 3 zones A,B,C of survey area in the design year
is shown in table below. It is known that the trips between two zones are inversely
proportiou to tl.re second power of the travel time between zones, which is uniformly 20
min. If the trip interchange between zones B and C is 850, calculate the interchange
between zones A and B, A and C, B and A, C and B.

Zones Trips Produced Trips attracted
3500 2000

B 2000 2500
C 1500 2s00

4. Tiip rate coresponding to Household (HH) size are as shown in given table. Develop the
trip generation niodel and compule the trip rate co[esponding to household size of 3.25.
Also check for statistical significance based on goodness offit.

HH-size Trips per day
I I 3 3

2 3 4 5

J 4 5 7

4 5 8

5. Dehr.re stop lvay and cleal u'ay. Explain tl.re aircraft chalacteristics that affect the runrvay
length.

6. At an airyort site at sea-level with standard atmosphedc conditions, the runway length
requires for take-off and landing are 2000 m and 2400 m respectively. The proposed
airport is sitr.rated at an altitude of i50 m. If he airport reference is temperature 25oC and

if, the effective runrvay gradient is 0.35 percent, calculate the length of runway to be

provided.

7. Discuss the components of railway track with neat sketch. make a neat sketch of left hand

tum-out.

8. Calculate tl.re superelevation and maximum permissible speed for 3 degree curve on high
speed BG track with the following data:

i) Maximum sanctioned speed: 130 Kmph
ii) Equilibrium speed = 85 Kmph
iii) Booked speed for goods train : 50 Kmph

9. Write down the steps in transpofi system analysis. What are the principles of developing a

set of altematives?

I0. \\,'!ry gravity goods rope\ /a),is considered to be a viable option in context ofrural areas of
Nepal. Explain about the pros and cons ofthe gravity good ropeway.
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1. "Transportation planning is a continuous process, elaborate this statement". Explain land-
use transportation cycle.

2. Enlist the types of traosportation surveys. Mention difference between the plarming for
movement ofpeople and goods.

3. Discuss about the Four Step modeling and mention the drawback of growth factor method
of trip distribution.

4. A study represents the following characteristics:

Average IIH size 4 5

Average total trips per day 5 7 8 r0 10

Derive the tip generation equation and Calculate R2 va.lue (coefficient of deterrnination)

5. Define Effective Gradient. Find corrected runway length for Dang Airpod, layiag at
200 m elevation ald having basic runway length of 1200 m. The Aerodrome reference
lemperature is 28 degree and Standard temperature al given elevalion being l3-5 degree-
Take the difference between Maximum elevation and minimum elevation as 20m.

6. 'Mhat is Wind Rose diagram? Discuss its importance. What are the factors to be
considered while selecting the airport sites?

7. Calculate tlre super elevation, maximum permissible speed and traasition length for a
3o cuwe on a high-speed BG section with a maximum sanctioned speed of 100 km/h.

' Assume the equilibrium speed to be 80 krn/h and the booked speed of the goods train to
be 50 lon/h.

8. \\&at are tbe superior aspects of Railway over Roadway? Discuss about various
component of railway track with neat diagram.

9. Mrat are the principles for developing a set of altematives in transportation system
analysis?

10. Explain operating mechanism of Gravity goods Ropeway. Discuss the characteristics
feah-rres of gravity goods ropeway.
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1. Transpofiation planning is necessary at national, regional and urban level. Give reasons
why such level wise planning is required. Describe in detail elements of urban transport
planning process. t8l

2. Discuss the need of identification of NMT demand. List the various types of
transportation survey. Explain about Household Questionnaire Survey in brief. [2+3+3]

3. Why is project evaluation necessary? Discuss various aspects of evaluation of
altematives. t8l

4. Describe the factors that are to be considered for selecting suitable airport site. What is
stop way? t8l

5. What are the superior aspect of Railway over Roadway? Discuss about various
component of railway track with neat diagram. [2+6]

5. A 2 degree BG uansitioneri clirve on a high speed route has a maximum sanctioned speed
of 100 kmph. For computing the equilibrium super elevation the speed has been given as
75 kmph and the booked speed for goods traffic is 50 kmph. Determine the field super
elevation and maximum speed that can be allowed. t8]

7. Calculate the modal split based on the calibrated cost function for one ofthe city of India
as:

Mode Auto Micro Bus
A 0.3 0.35

Y 20 32 40
X 26 18 15

C: A + 0.01*X + 0.04*Y
Where, A - Constant, X = travel cost (Rs.) and Y = travel time (min)
In order to reduce congestion, government tries to increase the patronage of public
transportation by reducing fare of bus. What would be the changed modal split, if the
favel cost (fare) ofbus is subsidized to 60% ofinitial? [5+3]

8. Define effective gradient. Calculate corrected runway length for: Aerodrome elevation
1250m, mean of maximum and average temperature of hottest month of the year as 42"C
and 20"C, maximum elevation difference 20m and basic runway length 1500m. I8l

9. What do you understand by trip production and trip attraction? What are the advantages
ald disadvantages of Growth factors trip distribution models. [3+5]

10. Describe the operations of gravity goods ropeways and mention why such rope-ways are
beneficial. t8l

0.4
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l. Describe the basic elements in the transportation planning process. State, why this
process in not intended to furnish a single result.

2. \lhatare the key factors which make planning for movement of people different
&om planning of goods movement ? Highlight some indicators used.

3. Define trip production and attraction. Discuss the characteristics ofurban travel.

4. Clearly state the objectives; of conducting project evaluation. List the basic criteria
for evaluating transportation projects.

5 . Discuss the eh'aracteristicsrjf di'rcr?tft firf icfi^ ftive-ihflue,ice ofi fei-odfome piaririlfi$'
design and operation.

6. What are the components of railway track structure? Identify the functions of each
component.

7.' What are the specific advantages of $avity goods ropeway as compared to other
modes of transportation? Include relevant vaiiables to support your.anslver
in the Nepalese context.

8. Distribute the total 500work trip productions from zone I to zones 1,2,3,4,5.'I:be
details are given in table. Assume socio-economic factor as un ity.

From j To Attraction, Friction

L

3,

I
')

3

80 45

500 30

1000 : 8
40 15L

)1 90

10- Calculate the super elevation and maximum permissible speed for a 2. BG track with the

. 
maximum sanctioned speed = 130 kmph, equilibrium speed: 80 kmph and booked speed for
goods train : 50 kmph.

++*
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"/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as fat as practicable.

'/ Attempt 4!! questions.
/ All questions carry equal marks.
,' Assume suitable data ifnecessary.

L

9. Determine the length of a runway using general correction factor, for the data given. Runway
length required for landing at sea level in standard atmospheric conditions 2200 m, runway

length required fortake-offat a level site at sea level in standard atmospheric conditions I 800 m,

aerodrome elevation 200 m, aerodrome reference temperature 25oC, temperafure in the standard

atmosphere for 200 m 14.5'C, runway slope 0.7%
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What are the pwpose of planning? Give an example of impact [ade-offdecision making. Explain
land use transportation cycie.
What are the types of kansporlation survey? Why origin and destinatron srudy is essential for
planning the transportation network?

The trip rate and corresponding household size tbr a sample are given below. Compute the trip rare i
average household size is 3.5.

Trips per day Household size
i 2 J 4

2 4 5 6

4 5 6 9

4 6 3

Define cross wind component and wind- coverage Discuss the importance of wind rose diagram.

The basic runway lenglh ofan airport is 2200 m and the elevation of the site is 200m. The airpon
reference temperatue is 25oC and effective gadient is 0.38%o. Find the corrected runway length.

Explain the functions of component parts of railway track.
Find out the superelevation to be provided and the maximum speed for a 3o BG transition curye on a
high speed route having a maximum sanctioned speed of 120 kmph. The equilibrium speed is 80

kmph and booked speed for goods traffic is 55 kmph
Justifr the statement 'Gravity goods ropeway can be the promising altemative to address remote life'
Discuss the limitations of such ropeway.

V/hat is an evaluation? Discuss the principles for generating a set of alternatives
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Classiff the trips. Explain the four step modeling piocess of urban transportation planning.
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Describe the decision making process in transportation planning.
Mrat are the metliods of transport survey? Why origin and destiration study is essential for
transportation planning.

Total trips produced in and aftracted to the three zones A,B,C of a suwey area in the design year

tabulated as:

Zones Trips produced Trips attracted
A 1200 1500

B 2000
C 3000 2500

It is known that the trips between two zones are inversely proportion to the second power of the
travel time between zones which is uniformly 30 minutes. If the trip interchange between zones B
and C is known to be 330, calculate the trip interchange between zones A and B, A and C, B and A
and C and B.
Write down the steps for urban transportation planning process. Where logit model is used in urban
transport modeling.
What are the characteristics of an ideal airport layout? Discuss the importance of wind rose diagram.

Basic runway length is 1280 m. The airport site has an elevation of 1200 m. Its reference temperature
is 18'C. If the runway is to be constructed with an effective gradient of 0.5%, determine the corrected
runway length.
List out the methods of transport survey. Explain the home interview method.
Explain the components of railway track. Why grade compensation is done on cuwes of railway
track?
Calculate the super elevation and ma,ximum permissible speed for a 2o cuwe on a high speed BG
track with the maximum sanctioned speed = 120 kmph, equilibrium speed:85 kmph and booked
speed for goods train = 50 kmph
What are the principles of developing set of altematives?

What is ropeway? Explain briefly the components of gravity goods ropeway
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8. a)

b)

What is the scope of fiansportation planning? Define accessibility and mobility. t8]

Basic length of runway is 1200 m. The airport site has an elevation of 700 m. Its reference
temperature is 18"C. If the runway is to be constructed with an effective gradient of 0.l5Yo,
determine the corrected length of runway. [8]

What is the travel demand? Describe the steps oftravel demand forecasting model for urban
transportation planning. 18]

What is the imponance of O-D survey? Describe the use of O-D data in the transportation planning.
Describe the data to be collected by home interview method t8l

2. a)

b)

3. a)

b)

What is evaluation of altematives? Mention the principles for generating alternatives during
transportation planning. t8]
\Vhat are the organizations involved in planning in Nepal? Describe the role of depanment ofroads
as an implementing agency. t8]

What are the factors to be considered during site selection ofan airport? t8]
Total trips produced in and attracted to the 3 zones A,B,C of a survey area in the design year is
tabulated as: t8l

Zones Trips produced Trips attracted
A 1200 1400

B 1500 1200
C 1400 1500

It is known that the trips between two zones are inversely proportion to the second power of the
travel time between zones which is uniformly 15 minutes. If the trips interchange between zones B
and C is known to be 900, calculate the trip interchange between zones A and B, A and C, B and A
and C and B. t8l

5. a) Calculate the superelevation and maximum permissible speed for a 3' cu.rve on a high-speed BG
track: t8l

. maximum sanctioned speed = 130 kmph

. equilibrium speed: 85 kmph
- . booked speed for goods train = 50 kmph

b) What are the component parts of rolling stock of railway? Calculate the material requirementr
for one km of BG railway tmck. {81

6. Write short notes on: (any four) l4x4l
a) fught hand tum out
b) Railway stations: functions and rypesc) Advantages of air transportation
d) Jet Engine
e) Gravity inodel

A a)
b)

i 80
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i- a) List out the responsible agencies for pianning in Nepal and mention their roles for planning. [2+6]

Describe the scope oftranspoftation planning in briel 12+61

What is difference befween urban and regionai planning? Describe the economic location theory and
t'actors affecting the reiative desirability ofa location. 12+61

List out the methods oftransport survey. Explain the home interview method. 12+61

Total trips produced in and afiracted to the three zones A,B,C ofa survey area in the design year
tabulated as: tBl

Trips produced Trips attracted
A 4000 2000
B 3000 4000
C 2000 3000

It is known that the trips between two zones are inversely propoltion to the second power of the
travel time between zones ,.'"dich is uniformiy 20 minutes. If the trips interchange beiween zones B
and C is known to be 900, calculate the trip interchange between zones A and B, A and C, B and A
and C and B.
Make a flow chart ofurban transpotation planning process. Describe the application oflogit model
in urban transpod modeling system. [4+41
What are the components of an aircraft? Make a neat sketch of an aircraft. t8]
make a layout plan of an airport. Calculate the corrected length of runway for the given conditions:[8]

. reference temperature for the airport site is 20oC

. basic length of mnway is 1280 m
n altitude above mean sea level is 900 m
o flrnway gradient is 0.25%o

what are the components of rolling stock of railway? Make a sketch of right hand tum out cf
raiiway track. [4-4]
Calculate the superelevation and maximum permissible speed for a 2o curve on a high speed BG
track with the following data: t8l

. -maximum sanctioned speed = t 50 kmph

. equilibdum speed: 80 kmph

. booked speed for goods train = 55 kmph
Write short notes on: (any four) [axa]a) Factors affecting trip geneiation
b) Cross wind component, wind coverage and wind rose
c) Equivalentcriteriaoftranspodationprojects
d) Types of railway stations
e) Transportation systems in Nepal

b

3. a)

b)

a)

b)

b)

5. a)

b)

+.a)
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